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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, G a group acting on a nonempty set X and KX the permuta- 
tion module induced by this action. By studying traces of idempotents, we prove that the en- 
domorphism ring EndKrq (KX) is von Neumann finite under certain conditions for the action of G 
on X. This generalizes a classical result by Kaplansky for the group ring of G over K. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A ring is called von Neumann finite if every left inverse in the ring also is a right 
inverse. Except the obvious class of commutative rings, also noetherian rings 
are von Neumann finite (see e.g. [9]). It is well known that not all rings share 
this property. For instance if V is a vector space over a field K, then it is easy to 
see that the endomorphism ring EndK ( V) is von Neumann finite if and only if V 
is finite dimensional. This property has also been investigated for group rings. 
Indeed, let G denote a group. The following conjecture has been formulated by 
Kaplansky. 
Conjecture 1 (Kaplan&y) The group ring of G over K is von Neumannjinite. 
In 1969 Kaplansky [2] proved that Conjecture 1 holds in many cases. 
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Theorem 1. (Kaplansky) If’the characteristic oj‘K is zero, then thegroup ring of G 
over K is von Neumann.finite. 
To prove Theorem 1, Kaplansky uses a result (see Theorem 2) concerning traces 
of idempotents. Recall that the trace function tr from K[G] to K is defined as the 
K-linear extension of the rule tr( 1) = 1 and tr(o) = 0 for all (T E G. 0 # 1. 
Theorem 2. (Kaplansky) Ij the characteristic of K is zero, then the trace of’ a 
nontrivial idempotent of the group ring of G over K is a totally real algebraic 
number with the property that all its algebraic conjugates lie strictly between zero 
and one. 
Kaplansky uses C*-algebra techniques to prove Theorem 2. Montgomery [4] 
has presented a substantial simplification of Kaplansky’s proof and Passman 
[7] has given an elementary proof which does not depend on any C*-algebra 
theory. Alexander [l] has abstracted the ideas in Passman’s proof to general 
trace-involution algebras. 
In this article, we establish similar results (see Theorem 3 and Theorem 4) in 
the more general case of endomorphism rings EndKrol(KX), where X is a 
nonempty set equipped with a left action of G and KX is the permutation 
module (see Section 3 for our conventions on permutation modules) induced by 
this action. Note that if X = G, where G acts on itself by left multiplication, 
then the corresponding endomorphism ring coincides with the group ring of G 
over K. 
To state our results, we need some more notations. We say that the action of 
G on X is finite if the number of orbits for this action is finite and we say that it 
is symmetric if [G(x) : G(x) n G(d)] = [G(x’) : G(x) n G(d)] for all X,X’ E X, 
where G(x) denotes group of all elements of G that fixes x and [H : H’] denotes 
the (possibly infinite) index of H’ in H. In Section 4, we prove the following 
generalization of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3. If the characteristic of K is zero and the action of G on X isfinite and 
symmetric, then the endomorphism ring EndK[a) (KX) is von Neumannjinite. 
To prove Theorem 3, we proceed as in the case of group rings above. Namely, 
we first define a trace map (see Section 3) on EndK[q(KX) in the case when the 
action of G on X is finite and symmetric. Then we generalize Theorem 2 to the 
case of endomorphism rings of permutation modules. 
Theorem 4. If the characteristic of K is zero and the action of G on X is finite and 
symmetric, then the trace of a nontrivial idempotent of the endomorphism ring 
EndKco) (KX) is a totally real algebraic number with the property that all its alge- 
braic conjugates lie strictly between zero and the number of orbits for the action qf 
Con X. 
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In Section 4 we prove Theorem 4 by using Alexander’s [l] results (see Section 2) 
concerning traces of idempotents in trace-involution algebras. In the end of 
Section 4 we also give examples showing that the symmetric condition can not 
be omitted from Theorems 3 and 4. For related results, see [3], [5], [6], [lo] and 
1111. 
2. TRACE-INVOLUTION ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we state two results (see Proposition 1 and Corollary 1) about 
bounded trace-involution algebras. These results will be applied to en- 
domorphism rings of permutation modules in Section 4. 
Let A denote a K-algebra with identity 1. For the convenience of the reader, 
we give some well known definitions. An element e E A is called an (nontrivial) 
idempotent if e2 = e (and e # 0,l). A K-linear map tr : A -+ K is called a trace 
map if 
(1) tr(ab) = tr(ba) 
for all a, b E A. For the rest of this section we assume that K = C. Let z and Iz( 
denote the complex conjugate and modulus of a complex number z. A map * : 
A -+ A is called an involution if it is an antiautomorphism of order two which 
extends the complex conjugation. If A is equipped with an involution * and a 
trace map tr such that 
(2) tr(u*) = tr(u) 
and 
(3) tr(uu*) > 0 
for all a E A, with equality if and only if a = 0, then A is called a trace-involu- 
tion algebra. It is easy to check that if A is a trace-involution algebra, then the 
map A x A 3 (a, b)+str(ub*) E @ is a hermitian form. Therefore we can, in that 
case, define a norm 11 . /I2 on A by IIul12 = dm for all a E A. Furthermore, if 
A is a trace-involution algebra, then it is called bounded if there is a map I( . 11 i : 
A -+ R such that 
(4) II42 I Il4l,llbll, 
for all a, b E A. 
Proposition 1. The truce of a nontrivial idempotent in a bounded truce-involution 
algebra is a real number that lies strictly between zero and the trace of the identity. 
Proof. See Theorem 3.4 in [ 11. 0 
Corollary 1. A bounded truce-involution algebra is von Neumannfinite. 
Proof. If a and b are elements in the algebra with the property that ub = 1 and 
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we put e = ba, then e is an idempotent. Since /r(r) -= tr(ha) = V(A) := rr( I). we 
get, by Proposition 1, that e = 1. 0 
3. ENDOMORPHISM RINGS 
In this section, we first exhibit a basis for ErrdKIGICKXJ as a vector space over K in 
the case when the action of G on X is finite (see Proposition 2). In the case when 
this action is also symmetric, we show (see Proposition 4) that EndKio)(Kxi has a 
trace map. These results will be used in Section 4. 
Let KY denote the K-vector space of all formal sums EXE X kxn, where 
k, E K, and k, = 0 for all but finitely many x E X. Let G act on X from the left. 
Then there is a natural K[G]-module structure on KX. With this action KX is 
called a permutation module. For the rest of the article, we put 
A = En&~~)(KX). We also let G act on X x X in the natural way. 
If the action of G on X is finite, we fix a choice of representatives x1. . . X, in 
X for the different orbits for the action of G on X and define a map tr from A to 
K by WI = En= l~x,V(xJ) f or all .f‘ E A, where ps denotes the projection 
from A to K defined by pX (‘& E X k .XfU x!) = k, for all x E X. Note that tr is well 
defined independent of the choice of the xi, since p+)cf(g(x;))) = 
P~(.xi,wf(xi))) = Px, V(Xi)) f oralla~Gandalli=l,...,n.Notealsothat 
(5) tr(1) = Iz 
To prove the first result, we need some more notations. For a subgroup H’ of a 
group H, we let H/H’ denote the collection of left cosets of H’ in H. If 
x, X’ E X, then put 
Gx.d = G(x)l(G(x) n G(d) and [xx’] = [G(x) : G(x) n G(x’)]. 
For future use, note that 
(6) [n(x)a(x’)] = [xx’] 
for all x, x’ E X and all g E G. If [xx’] is finite, then define xXx’ E A by the K[G]- 
linear consequence of the relations xXx!(x) = CoE oXi cr(x’), and x*,.+((v) = 0, if 
y does not belong to the orbit of x under the action of G. We call xX2 an ele- 
mentary function. 
Proposition 2. There is a basis for A as a vector space over K consisting of ele- 
mentary functions if and only ifthe action of G on X isfinite. 
Proof. If the action of G on X is not finite, then it is easy to see that the identity 
can not be written as a linear combination of elementary functions. 
Suppose now that the action of G on X is finite. For each xi, i = 1, . , n, 
choose representatives xv E X, j E Ji, for some nonempty set Ji, for the differ- 
ent orbits for the action of G(xi) on X. We claim that 
B = {Xxix0 ( i = 1,. . .,n, j E Ji, [XiXij] < co} 
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is a basis for A as a vector space over K. 
First we show that the elements of B are linearly independent. Suppose that 
IT=1 CjEJ, CQX~~~,, = 0 for some cij E K such that cij = 0 for all but finitely 
many i and j such that [xixij] is finite. If 1 5 k < n, I E Jk and [xkxk,] is finite, 
then 
ckl = pxkl 
( 
1 %j c 
jEJk CE G,,, 




= PXk, (‘1 
= 0. 
Next we show that the elements of B span A. TakeS E A. For each i = 1, . , n 
choose cix E K such thatf(xi) = CxEX cixx and Cix = 0 for all but finitely many 
x E X. Note that if 1 < i 5 n and B E G(xi), then, since f(xi) =f((~(xi)) 
= aCf(xi)), we get that tic(x) = cix, and hence that Cix,, = 0 for allj E Ji such that 
[xixg] is infinite. Now we show thatf = Cl= i Ej,-J, ciXgxXiXu. By K[G]-linearity 
it is enough to show the equality at an arbitrary Xk, 1 5 k _< n. 
f(xk) = 1 CkxX 
XEX 
= c c Cko(xk,)a(Xkj) 
jEJk oEGk, 
= c ckXk, c a(xkj) 
.i E Jk CE Gk, ZZ c ‘kXkjXXkXkj (xk) 
.iEJk 
n 
= 7; ‘r;: &, xx,xy (xk) 0 
i=l jEJ, 
Proposition 3. Let the action of G on X befinite. Zf x, x’, y, y’ E X are chosen so 
that [x2] and lyy’] arefinite, then tr(xxy o ~~9) is nonzero if and only if (y, y’) 
belongs to the orbit of (x’,x) under the action of G, and in that case 
tr(xd 0 xy.t) = [2x] = IVY’]. 
Proof. We can assume that xi = y. If y = r(x’) and y’ = r(x) for some r E G, 
then 
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= c P.v(~~(Xxl+))) nc G,,, 
= c c PYbw) 
UEG,,J PEG,,/ 
= c c Pp-Wd(&‘) 
~EG,,~, PEG,,, 
= WI c Pp-W(y)W) 
PEG,>, 
= Ivy’1 c Pp-l(Y) (4
PtG,,J 
= IYY’I. 
The case when (y, y’) does not belong to the orbit of (x’, x) under the action of G 
is treated similarly. The equality [x’x] = W] follows from (6). 0 
Proposition 4. If the action of G on X isjnite and symmetric then tr is a trace 
function on A. 
Proof. By Proposition 2 and K-bilinearity of the map 
A x A 3 (a,b)++tr(ab) E K, 
it is enough to show (1) for elementary functions. Take x, x’, y, y’ E X such that 
[xx’] and by’] are finite. Then, by Proposition 3 and the fact that the action of G 
on X is symmetric, we get that 
tr(xd 0 xyf) = 0 = tr(xyyt 0 xxx’) 
in the case when (y, y’) does not belong to the orbit of (x’, x) under the action of 
G, and 
tr(xd 0 xd) = Ivy’1 
= WY1 
= [xx’] 
= tr(xvf 0 xX2), 
otherwise. 0 
In some cases the reversed statement of Proposition 4 holds. 
Proposition 5. Assume that the action of G on X isfinite and it has the property 
that [xx’] isfinite ifand only if [x’x] is$nitefor all x, x’ E X. Then the action of G on 
X is symmetric ifand only $ tr is a trace function on A 
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Proof. The “only if” statement follows from Proposition 4. Now assume that tr 
is a trace function on A. Take x, A! E X such that [xx’], and hence also [x’x], is 
finite. Then, by Proposition 3, we get that 
[xx’1 = 4x.tix 0 xd) 
= 4xX2 0 x2.d 
= [XIX]. 
Hence, the action of G on X is symmetric. •i 
4. THE PROOFS 
Now we proceed to prove Theorems 3 and 4. We assume for the rest of the ar- 
ticle that the action of G on X is finite and symmetric, and that the character- 
istic of K is zero. 
If Theorem 4 has been proved, then Theorem 3 follows by the same argument 
as in the proof of Corollary 1. 
Now we prove Theorem 4. Take a nontrivial idempotent e of A. Since the 
characteristic of K is zero and the action of G on X is finite, e is embeddable in 
an endomorphism ring over the complex numbers. We can thus assume that 
K = C. We will show that (i) tr(e) is real and (ii) 0 < tr(e) < tr( 1). If we assume 
that (i) and (ii) hold, then the rest of Theorem 4 follows by (5) and an extension 
to endomorphism rings of a well known argument for group rings (see e.g. [8]): 
If Q is a field automorphism of @, then define an action of (II on A by &J(x) = 
c x’EX c&J~~(x)))x for allf E A and all x E X. It is easy to check that cx re- 
spects composition of functions in A and that it commutes with tr. Therefore 
o(e) is also a nontrivial idempotent. Hence a(tr(e)) is a real number satisfying 
0 < cr(tr(e)) < tr(1) f or all field automorphisms o of C. From this it also fol- 
lows that tr(e) is algebraic. 
Now we show (i) and (ii). To do that we need a well known lemma and a 
proposition. 
Lemma 1. (Cauchy’s inequality) If(r,)r= 1 and (So),” , are sequences ofnon- 
negative real numbers, then (CT= 1 r,s,)*< (C,“= 1 $) (C,“= 1 si). 
Proposition 6. A is a bounded trace-involution algebra. 
Proof. By Proposition 3, tr is a trace map on A. Forf E A, definef’ E A by the 
K[G]-linear extension of the rule pXcf*(x’)) =p~If(x)) for all x,x’ E X. Note 
that if x,x’ E X are chosen so that [XX’], and hence also [9x], is finite, then 
xl,, = ~2~. Hence, by Proposition 2,f* is a well defined function in A. It is easy 
to check that * is an involution on A. 
First we show that A is a trace-involution algebra. Takef E A. Then 
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Hence (2) holds, Also 
with equality if and only iff = 0. Hence (3) holds. 
Now we show that A is bounded. Define maps 11 . (1 I and (1 . II,, from A to R by 
VII1 = 2 c lL%df(x))I 
i=l XEX 
and 
Ilflhf = f: c lM”(Xi))l 
i=l xEX 
for allf E A. By Proposition 4, it follows that 1) . /I, and I/ . II ,, are finite and that 
(7) II . II, = II III’. 
In fact, given f E A, define g E A by the K[G]-linear extension of the rule 
pX(g(x’)) = dm for all x,x’ E X. Then 
Ml = llglli = trkog’) = trk* 08) = llg*IIi = IWIlt. 
Now we show (4). Takef, g E A. Then, by the definition of (( . II2 and the triangle 
inequality, we get that 
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= SxFx I ~~xP~(g(x)lp-icr(~))12 
n 2 
< 
-EE(E lP~k(4N?hv(x’))I . 
i=lxEX x’EX ) 
Now, by using Lemma 1 on the factors 
and 
and then using (7) we get that 
Hence, (4) holds and therefore A is bounded. 0 
Now (i) and (ii) follow directly from the above result and Proposition 1. 
Remark 1. (a) Theorem 3 does not hold if the symmetric condition is removed. 
In fact, let H be a group having an isomorphic proper subgroup L of finite 
index. Now let G be the HNN extension of H given by G = < H, t > with 
t-‘Ht = L. Then, since 
[G(t-‘H) : G(tr’H) n G(H)] = [L : Ln H] = [L : L] = 1 
and 
[G(H):G(t-‘H)nG(H)]=[H:LnH]=[H:L]>l, 
the action of G on G/H is not symmetric. Now let V and I” be the K[G]-per- 
mutation modules on the cosets of H and L in G, respectively. Then V = K[G]H 
and I” = K[G]L s I/ as left K[G]-modules. Furthermore, let I”’ be the K[H]- 
permutation module on the cosets of L in H. Then I”’ = W @ W’, as left K[H]- 
modules where W is the set of all K-multiples of the (finite) sum of all elements 
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in H/L, and W’ is the set of all linear combinations of elements in H/L with 
coefficient sum 0. This works since the characteristic of K does not divide 
[H : L]. By using the natural injection from H/L to G/L. we can consider 
V” C V. Then we have that 
V = K[G] V” sz K[G] W 63 K[G] W’ ” Ii1 if; U2: 
as left K[G]-modules, where Ui 2 V and UZ = K[G] W’ # (0). If a: is the given 
K[G]-isomorphism from V to Ui, define endomorphismsf and g of V byf(v) = 
o(v) + 0 and g(ui + ~2) = n-‘(q) for all v E V, all ui E Ui and all u2 E (12. 
Then g of is the identity, but f o g is not since UI # (0). Hence, End~rq( V) is 
not von Neumann finite. 
(b) Theorem 4 does not hold if the symmetric condition is removed. In fact, 
let G =< 0 / $ = 1 > and X = {xi, x2,x3} with an action of G defined by 
(I = xi, 0(x2) = x3 and a = x2. Then [xix21 = 2 # 1 = [x~xi]. Hence, 
the action is not symmetric. Now, any z E K is the trace of an idempotent. In 
fact, let e E A be defined by 
i 
e(Xl) = (22 - 1)X1 +X2 +X3 
4X2) = 4x3) = (-222 + 32 - l)Xl + (1 - z)x2 + (1 - z)x3 
Then e o e = e and tr(e) = z. However, note that A, being a finite dimensional 
algebra, is von Neumann finite. 
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